Active gesture-changeable underactuated finger for humanoid robot hand based on multiple tendons
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Abstract. The concept called gesture-changeable under-actuated (GCUA) function is utilized to improve the dexterities of traditional under-actuated hands and reduce the control difficulties of dexterous hands. Based on GCUA function, a novel mechanical finger by multiple tendons: GCUA-T finger, is designed. The finger uses tendon mechanisms to achieve GCUA function which includes traditional underactuated (UA) grasping motion and special pre-bending (PB, or pre-shaping) motion before UA grasping. Operation principles and force analyses of the fingers are given, and the effect of GCUA function on the movements of a hand is discussed. The finger can satisfy the requirements of grasping and operating with low dependence on control system and low cost on manufacturing expenses, which develops a new way between dexterous hand and traditional under-actuated hand.

This paper was presented at the IFToMM/ASME International Workshop on Underactuated Grasping (UG2010), 19 August 2010, Montréal, Canada.

1 Introduction

In recent years, breathtaking developments in robotics have been witnessed all over the world. The field of robotic hands including dexterous hands and under-actuated hands are emphasized and developed.

Over the past 30 years, researchers have made plentiful achievements on the study of dexterous hand. For instance, Stanford/JPL dexterous hand was designed and analyzed by J. Salisbury et al. (1982), which has three 3-DOF fingers actuated by 12 DC motors, each joint of this hand can be flexed and extended independently by one actuator. Gifu II hand, designed by H. Kawasaki et al. (1986), has 5 fingers whose all joints are actuated by servomotors, which can perform dexterous object manipulation like the human hand; Utah/MIT dexterous hand was designed by S. Jacobsen et al. (1992), which has four 4-DOF fingers with 32 independent tendons and 32 pneumatic cylinders (2004), the hand can be used as a high flexible tool for the study of machine dexterity. Dexterous hand can do almost all the movements and gestures of human hand. In fact, almost each DOF of a dexterous hand need an actuator to drive, which makes the hand high depend on control and high cost on manufacturing and using expenses.

On the contrary, under-actuated hands use fewer motors to drive more DOFs, and the under-actuated hands have a very amazing feature: self-adaptation in grasping, which let the hands easy to control. Many studies have done in the field of under-actuated hands: L. Birglen et al. (Birglen, 2003, 2004 and 2005), designed many kinds of under-actuated grippers and gave force analyses on them. A. Dollar et al. (Dollar, 2006 and 2007), gave a SDM robust robotic grasper which uses a single actuator to drive 8 DOFs; L. Tan et al. (2009), designed a multi-fingered hand using hydraulic actuation with fluidic actuators, the hand has 14 DOFs which can bend when hydraulic pressure is applied by a water pump.

This paper introduced the concept called gesture-changeable under-actuated (GCUA) function. Based on GCUA function, a new robot finger was designed for humanoid robot hands based on multiple tendons.
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2 GCUA function

Traditional under-actuated (UA) function can drive many DOFs of a robotic hand with motors whose number is less than that of the hand’s DOFs. There are two main kinds of under-actuated hands with traditional UA function:

1. When a hand grasp an object, it cannot change its initial gesture which is fixed (almost keep straight) until its phalanges touches some objects. An example of this kind of under-actuated hand is TH-3 hand which designed by Tsinghua University (Zhang, 2009). TH-3 hand is based on gear-rack transmission, which cannot bend its phalanges without resistances of objects, this makes it feel hard to grasp gliding objects stably.

2. When a hand grasp objects, all or part of its joints must bend in a fixed order which cannot be changed when the mechanism has been designed. For instance, a multi-function mechanical hand with shape adaptive which was designed by G. Guo, X. Qian, and A. Gruber (1993), is based on link and gear transmission. The hand can grasp different objects with shape adaptive function. However, with gear transmission, the rotating angles of middle joint and distal joint are proportional, which limits its dexterity.

Traditional UA function can make robotic hand low depend on sensing and control, however, it cannot ensure the hands enough flexibility to grasp or operate. A concept called gesture-changeable under-actuated (GCUA) function was proposed (Zhang, 2009) to improve the dexterities of traditional under-actuated hands and reduce the control difficulties of dexterous hands. The GCUA function includes two main motions: under-actuated (UA) motion and pre-bending (PB, or pre-shaping) motion, which are shown in Fig. 1.

UA motion preserves advantages of traditional under-actuated hand, which makes the hand low depend on senor and control system. With UA motion, the hand can grasp different objects self-adaptively.

The hand can change its initial gesture with PB motion, which can achieve different grasping postures. After it has got a satisfied posture, the hand can grasp different objects with UA motion. PB motion is extremely important when high grasping dexterity and stability are required.

3 Design of GCUA-T fingers by tendons

3-joint GCUA-T finger uses tendon mechanism to achieve GCUA function, which is shown in Fig. 2.

Proximal joint is fixed in base, which is between the base and 1st middle phalange; middle joint is fixed in 1st middle phalange, which is between 1st and 2nd middle phalanges; distal joint is fixed in 2nd middle phalange and distal phalange; UA transmission and PB transmission are both fixed in base; 1st return spring combines 2nd middle phalange and distal phalange with its two ends, similarly 2nd return spring combines 1st middle phalange and 2nd middle phalange with its two ends.

Assembly methods of UA tendon, RS tendon, and PB tendon are shown in Fig. 3.

UA tendon combines UA transmission and distal phalange with its two ends, which wraps around distal joint, middle joint and proximal joint; RS tendon uses its two ends to combine 1st middle phalange and UA transmission, which wraps around proximal joint and cross through the base; PB tendon combines 2nd middle phalange and PB transmission with its two ends, which wraps around middle joint and proximal joint; The wrapping directions of UA tendon and PB tendon are the same, which are different from that of RS tendon, so that UA tendon and PB tendon will drive the finger to be flexed, on the contrary, RS tendon will drive the finger to be extended. PB tendon can also be assembled in another method, which is shown in Fig. 3d.

4 The work process of GCUA-T finger

With UA tendon and RS tendon, UA motion will proceed in this way: 1st motor rotates forward, UA transmission pulls UA tendon and RS tendon to move down. Since the wrapping directions of these two tendons are different, UA tendon will tension, simultaneously RS tendon will relax; In this case, UA tendon drives distal phalange to rotate around distal joint. With the constraint of 1st return spring and 2nd return spring, 1st middle phalange, 2nd middle phalange and distal phalange rotate around proximal joint together as a rigid body. When 1st middle phalange is blocked by objects, 2nd middle phalange and distal phalange will rotate around middle joint.
joint together, simultaneously 2nd return spring will extend; Similarly, when 2nd middle phalange is blocked by objects, distal phalange will rotate around distal joint, and 1st return spring will extend. In this way, the finger can grasp objects self-adaptively.

When 1st motor rotates back, UA transmission will pull these two tendons up, so that UA tendon will relax, and RS tendon will tension. RS tendon will drive the finger to extend and leave the object. When UA transmission goes back to the initial status, the finger will be back to the initial gesture too.

If PB tendon is assembled in the method which is shown in Fig. 3b, PB motion will proceed like this: When 2nd motor rotates forward, PB transmission pulls PB tendon to change the finger’s initial gesture, since RS tendon prevents 1st middle phalange from bending and 1st return spring makes the top two phalanges become a rigid body, 2nd middle phalange and distal phalange will rotate around middle joint together, so that the finger can change its initial gesture and then grasp things with UA motion. In this process of PB motion, if either of middle phalange and distal phalange is blocked by
objects, the finger will stop bending. However, when PB tendon is assembled in another method which is shown in Fig. 3b, PB motion will change. In this case, if 2nd middle phalange is blocked by objects, distal phalange can keep rotating around distal joint until it touches objects.

When 2nd motor rotates back, PB transmission will pull PB tendon up, and PB tendon will relax, after that, return springs will drive the top two phalanges to go back to their initial status.

Indeed, tendons can only restrict the movement of the finger in a single-direction, so that if one tendon relaxes, it will not have effect on other tendons, in this way, UA motion and PB motion can proceed independently. Assume $T_{UA}$, $T_{PB}$, and $T_{RS}$ as the driving torques of UA tendon, PB tendon and RS tendon with regard to proximal joint, and suppose that when $T_i > 0$, the tendon will tension, on the contrary, when $T_i < 0$, the tendon will relax, the operation areas can be given, which is shown in Fig. 4.

In area I, since $T_{UA} > 0$, $T_{RS} < 0$, and $T_{PB} < 0$, both RS tendon and PB tendon relax, UA tendon tensions, so that UA motion proceeds and the finger is flexed; In area II, since $T_{UA} < 0$, $T_{RS} > 0$, and $T_{PB} > 0$, both PB tendon and RS tendon tension, UA tendon relaxes, so that PB motion proceeds and the finger changes its initial gesture; In area III, since $T_{UA} < 0$, $T_{RS} > 0$, and $T_{PB} < 0$, both UA tendon and PB tendon relax, RS tendon tensions, so that UA motion proceeds and the finger is extended.

5 Force analysis of GCUA-T finger

Force analysis on GCUA-T finger is given when UA motion proceeds, which is shown in Fig. 5. When 1st motor rotates forward, UA transmission pulls UA tendon to bend the finger’s phalanges. Firstly, only consider force analysis on distal phalange. When distal phalange touches objects, the objects will stop distal phalange from rotating forward with $F_{\text{distal}}$. Let the torque of $F_{\text{distal}}$ with regard to distal joint $O_3$ be $T_{\text{distal}}$, which can be expressed as:

$$T_{\text{distal}} = F_{\text{distal}}H_3$$

(1)

where $H_3$ is the force arm of $F_{\text{distal}}$ with regard to distal joint $O_3$.

Considering the physical property of UA tendon, the tendon’s tension has the same magnitude in any point of the whole tendon, i.e.

$$F_3 = F_M$$

(2)

UA tendon drives distal phalange to bend with $F_3$ which is resulting force of UA tendon’s tension $F_M$. In this case, the
driving torque $T_{\text{distal}}^M$ caused by UA tendon with regard to distal joint $O_3$, which can be given by

$$T_{\text{distal}}^M = F_M R_3$$

(3)

Let the angle between distal phalange and 2nd middle phalange be $\Delta \theta_3$, the torque $T_{\text{distal}}^S$ caused by 1st return spring with regard to distal joint is obtained as follows,

$$T_{\text{distal}}^S = -K_1 \Delta \theta_3$$

(4)

where $K_1$ is the stiffness of 1st return spring.

Force analysis on other phalange is similar with that on distal phalange, when 1st middle phalange and 2nd middle phalange are blocked by objects, the objects will prevent them from bending with $F_{\text{proximal}}^R$ and $F_{\text{middle}}^R$, the force arm of $F_{\text{proximal}}^R$ with regards to proximal joint $O_1$ is $H_1$, similarly the force arm of $F_{\text{middle}}^R$ with regards to middle joint $O_2$ is $H_2$, the following equation can be obtained,

$$T^R = J_p F^R$$

(5)

where $T^R$ is the external resisting torque vector, $F^R$ is the external resisting force vector, i.e.

$$F^R = \begin{bmatrix}
-F_{\text{proximal}}^R \\
-F_{\text{middle}}^R \\
-F_{\text{distal}}^R
\end{bmatrix}$$

(6)

$$J_p = \begin{bmatrix}
H_1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & H_2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & H_3
\end{bmatrix}$$

(7)

When UA transmission keeps still, if external force drive 1st middle phalange to bend, there will be a resisting torque $T_{\text{RS}}^R$ caused by RS tendon. Let the angle between the base and 1st middle phalange be $\Delta \theta_1$, the angle between 1st middle phalange and 2nd middle phalange be $\Delta \theta_2$, the following equation can be obtained,

$$T^S = \begin{bmatrix}
-T_{\text{RS}}^R \\
-K_2 \Delta \theta_2 \\
-K_1 \Delta \theta_1
\end{bmatrix}$$

(8)

where $T^S$ is the internal resisting torque vector, $K_2$ is the stiffness of 2nd return spring.

Considering the principle of tendon mechanism, the relationships among $\Delta \theta_1$, $\Delta \theta_2$, and $\Delta \theta_3$ can be given,

$$\Delta \theta_1 R_1 + \Delta \theta_2 R_2 + \Delta \theta_3 R_3 = \Delta L$$

(9)

where $R_1, R_2$ are the radii of proximal joint and middle joint respectively, and $\Delta L$ is the displacement of UA tendon’s distal end from initial status to current status.

According to the driving torque caused by UA tendon, the following equation can be given,

$$T^M = F_M V$$

(10)

where $T^M$ is the driving torque vector caused by UA tendon.

$$V = \begin{bmatrix}
R_1 \\
R_2 \\
R_3
\end{bmatrix}$$

(11)

Considering force balance and torque balance of the whole finger, if the finger keeps still, the following equation must be satisfied,

$$T^M + T^R + T^S = 0$$

(12)

Let $S = T^M + T^R + T^S$, the grasping stability can be determined by matrix $S$. When the elements of matrix $S$ are all more than zero, the finger can grasp objects stably with UA motion. If some elements of matrix $S$ are less than zero, the finger cannot grasp objects stably only with UA motion. In this case, PB motion will be proceeded to improve the grasping stability of the finger.

6 Conclusions

In order to make the under-actuated hand more dexterous and human-like, GCUA function is utilized into a new finger through tendon mechanisms, which consists of two motions: UA motion and PB motion. With GCUA function, the finger can change its initial gesture with PB motion and grasp objects self-adaptively with UA motion. At the same time, the cooperation of UA motion and PB motion enables the finger to do some simple gestures.

With force analysis on UA tendon of 3-joint finger, some stability requirements are given.

GCUA-T fingers based on the GCUA function develop a new way between dexterous hand and traditional under-actuated hand.
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